Purpose: Impaired paravascular drainage of β-Amyloid (Aβ) has been proposed as a contributing cause for sporadic Alzheimer's disease (AD), as decreased cerebral blood vessel pulsatility and subsequently reduced propulsion in this pathway could lead to the accumulation and deposition of Aβ in the brain. Therefore, we hypothesized that there is an increased impairment in pulsatility across AD spectrum. Patients and Methods: Using transcranial color-coded duplex sonography (TCCS) the resistance and pulsatility index (RI; PI) of the middle cerebral artery (MCA) in healthy controls (HC, n=14) and patients with AD dementia (ADD, n=12) were measured. In a second step, we extended the sample by adding patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) stratified by the presence (MCI-AD, n=8) or absence of biomarkers (MCI-nonAD, n=8) indicative for underlying AD pathology, and compared RI and PI across the groups. To control for atherosclerosis as a confounder, we measured the arteriolar-venular-ratio of retinal vessels. Results: Left and right RI (p=0.020; p=0.027) and left PI (p=0.034) differed between HC and ADD controlled for atherosclerosis with AUCs of 0.776, 0.763, and 0.718, respectively. The RI and PI of MCI-AD tended towards ADD, of MCI-nonAD towards HC, respectively. RIs and PIs were associated with disease severity (p=0.010, p=0.023). Conclusion: Our results strengthen the hypothesis that impaired pulsatility could cause impaired amyloid clearance from the brain and thereby might contribute to the development of AD. However, further studies considering other factors possibly influencing amyloid clearance as well as larger sample sizes are needed.
Introduction
The characteristic histopathological features of Alzheimer's disease (AD) include senile plaques containing Amyloid β (Aβ) and neurofibrillary tangles with tau deposition in conjunction with loss of neurons and synapses. 1, 2 Whereas the diagnosis of AD dementia (ADD) is based on clinical criteria 3 two categories of biomarkers reflecting the histopathological features are used to support the diagnosis of AD as underlying etiology. First, biomarkers for neuronal degeneration including elevated tau protein in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), specific regions with reduced 18F-Fluordeoxyglucose (FDG) uptake on positron emission tomography (PET), and atrophy on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 3 Secondly, biomarkers for Aβ accumulation, namely decreased Aβ42 in CSF or positive uptake of an amyloid tracer on PET. 3 According to the amyloid hypothesis of the development of AD, Aβ is the first biomarker to change and to pass detection threshold. 4 However, the mechanisms ultimately resulting in senile plaques remain vastly unclear. Only 1-3% of AD patients have a known genetic mutation leading to overproduction and, as a consequence, to aggregation of Aβ. 5 In sporadic AD, one hypothesis is that impaired clearance of Aβ from the brain contributes to cerebral amyloid deposition. 6 This notion is strengthened by a number of findings. Age, the biggest risk factor for dementia, seems to be associated with decreased Aβ clearance. This has been shown in lab animals and humans. Late onset AD patients have identical Aβ production but their Aβ clearance rate is 30% lower than normal controls. 7 Compared to young wild type mice, Aβ clearance is reduced by 40% in old mice. 8 Transgenic amyloid precursor protein mice produce more Aβ, which can be measured in higher plasma concentrations. As mice age the amount of Aβ in their brains markedly increases while plasma concentrations decrease by half, suggesting an age-related reduction of Aβ clearance from the brain. 9 Potter et al demonstrated that human carriers of presenilin mutations had a decreased fractional turnover rate for Aβ42 in addition to Aβ overproduction. 10 Elimination of Aβ from the brain is achieved in three ways: local degradation and both via the blood brain barrier (BBB) and perivascular pathways. 11 Pericapillary Aβ appears to be a very early form of Aβ-deposition, possibly caused by altered perivascular clearance resulting in the accumulation of Aβ in perivascular pathways. [12] [13] [14] Yet it remains unclear if impaired clearance mechanisms of Aβ result in its accumulation or if Aβ deposition results in impaired clearance capacity. Until the discovery of the glymphatic system, a perivascular glial-dependent clearance pathway, 15 the efflux of Aβ across the BBB had been thought to be the most important clearing pathway for amyloid from the brain. However, Iliff et al were able to demonstrate that the majority of large proteins and solutes, including Aβ, are most likely cleared from the brain parenchyma through the glymphatic system. 15 Since this system was first described, a number of studies have supported its importance as a clearance pathway. [16] [17] [18] [19] Glymphatic clearance capacities seem to be affected by sleep. During sleep, interstitial space increases by more than 60% while Aβ levels decrease, 20, 21 indicating a rise in the amyloid clearance rate. It has also been shown that glymphatic clearance is reduced even prior to the presence of substantial Aβ deposition in transgenic mice, 17 thereby strengthening the hypothesis that impaired Aβ elimination might play a major role in AD.
Rennels et al suspected arterial pulsation as the driving force in perivascular clearing pathways even before the glymphatic system was discovered 22, 23 and Nilsson et al observed the dependence of pulsatile CSF flow on the cardiac cycle. 24 Studies in mice and humans have shown that cerebral arterial pulsation was a driving force for paravascular fluid exchange in the brain 18, 25 and that glymphatic perfusion seemed to depend on arterial patency. 26 Kiviniemie et al demonstrated that in addition to cardiac pulses, respiratory pulsations and very lowfrequency pulsations affected CSF pulsation and thereby perivascular clearance. 25 The existence of other driving factors besides cardiac pulses was further supported by Aldea et al, who suggested intrinsic vasomotion of cerebrovascular smooth muscle cells as the major motive force in glymphatic clearance. 27 In patients with ADD, previous studies using transcranial Doppler (TCD) ultrasound revealed an increased pulsatility index (PI), an increased resistance index (RI), and a decreased cerebral artery mean flow velocity (MFV). [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] In a large population-based study from the Netherlands decreased cerebral blood flow velocity was associated with dementia. 33 A possible reason for higher PIs in AD patients could be an increased wall rigidity caused by cerebral small vessel disease, eg, atherosclerosis, or by amyloid angiopathy. 13, 34 Small vessel disease constitutes a risk factor for Alzheimer's dementia 35 and contributes to the symptoms of dementia. 36 Furthermore, the extent of white matter hyperintensities, a common marker for cerebral small vessel disease on MRI, 37 predicts the progression of intracerebral amyloid deposition. 38 Impaired cerebral blood vessel pulsatility and subsequently reduced propulsion in the perivascular spaces could affect the drainage pathway of Aβ and subsequently lead to its accumulation and finally deposition in the form of Aβ plaques in the brain. This hypothesis is strengthened by the finding that older mice have a reduced pulsatility of intracortical arterioles and impaired amyloid clearance. 8 There is also evidence of impaired vascular function in humans with cerebral amyloid deposition. In nondemented older adults with fibrillary amyloid deposition on PET scan, increased amyloid burden was associated with reduced cerebral vascular autoregulation. 39 As retinal vessels share similar anatomy, physiology and embryology with cerebral vessels, they have been deemed a good surrogate to directly assess the state of cerebral small vessels. 40 Parameters of retinal microcirculation, in particular of static analysis of retinal vessels, appear to be markers for cerebral microcirculation. [41] [42] [43] [44] Atherosclerosis and other microvascular disorders are associated with a reduced retinal arteriolar-venular ratio (AVR) characterized by narrowed retinal arterioles and/or wide retinal veins. 43, 45 A smaller AVR caused by arteriolar narrowing or venous enlargement was associated with cardiovascular disease, cerebral white matter lesions on MRI and increased risk of dementia. [46] [47] [48] [49] In a pilot study, we set out to further support the thesis that impaired vascular pulsatility might be present in ADD as compared to cognitively healthy controls, and thus supporting the thesis that amyloid clearance pathways might be impaired in AD. To this purpose, we measured the resistance index (RI) and pulsatility index (PI) of the middle cerebral arteries by transcranial color-coded duplex sonography (TCCS) in healthy controls (HC) and patients with Alzheimer's dementia (ADD). Additionally, we measured the retinal arteriolar-venular ratio (AVR), a marker of atherosclerosis, as a possible confounder. In a second step, we compared the RIs and PIs of patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), a risk stage of pre-dementia AD pathology, to the groups mentioned formerly. We expected an increase of RI and PI with advancing stages of AD. Based on the results of this pilot study we calculated minimal sample sizes required for confirmative studies.
Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
The study protocol was submitted to the ethic committee of the Faculty of Medicine of the Technical University of Munich, Munich, Germany that raised no objections and approved the protocol (reference number 118-14). All patients gave written informed consent prior to any studyspecific procedures and all clinical investigations have been conducted in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, sixth revision.
Patient Recruitment, Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Three groups of participants were recruited: patients with mild-to-moderate dementia due to probable AD fulfilling the standard diagnostic criteria (ADD patients), 3 healthy control subjects (HC) and patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI). In accordance with Albert et al, MCI was further divided into (a) MCI with intermediate or high likelihood to be due to AD, ie, Aβ biomarker positive (MCI-AD), and (b) MCI unlikely due to AD, ie, Aβ biomarker negative (MCI-nonAD). 50 Patients with ADD and MCI were recruited from the research outpatient unit for cognitive disorders at the Department of Psychiatry, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Technical University of Munich, Munich, Germany. They had been referred for the diagnostic evaluation of cognitive impairment by self-referral, general practitioners, neurologists, psychiatrists, or other institutions. The standardized diagnostic work-up included an interview with the patient and an informant, psychiatric, neurologic, and physical examinations, neuropsychological evaluations including the Mini-Mental state examination (MMSE), 51 and the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease Neuropsychological Assessment Battery (CERAD-NAB), 52 a routine laboratory screen, and APOE genotyping. The severity of cognitive impairment was rated on the Clinical Dementia Rating scale (CDR, global CDR score of 0.5 for MCI and 1-2 for ADD, respectively); the sub-scores were used to calculate the CDR sum of boxes (CDR SOB). 53 Cranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was performed to assess structural brain abnormalities, white matter hyperintensities, and microbleeds, which is a typical finding in amyloid angiopathy. MRI scans were assessed by visual expert opinion of an experienced radiologist from the department of neuroradiology. In MCI subjects biomarkers for AD as suggested by Albert et al 50 were tested. Subjects with at least one biomarker indicative for amyloid pathology, namely decreased Aβ42 in CSF or positive uptake of an amyloid tracer on PET, were considered biomarker positive (MCI-AD). In case of no available biomarker for amyloid pathology, hippocampal atrophy or temporoparietal hypometabolism on FDG-PET were required for subjects to be considered MCI-AD as both modalities have shown a very high accuracy in predicting conversion from MCI to ADD. 54, 55 Subjects with elevated tau protein in CSF and no other AD typical changes were not included in the MCI-AD sample. Subjects were considered to be MCI-nonAD when there was either no positive biomarker at all or any biomarker test results for amyloid pathology were negative, eg, no uptake on PiB-PET or normal values for Aβ42 in CSF.
HC subjects were defined as having no subjective memory complaints, normal results in all subtests of the CERAD-NAB and a CDR global score of 0. HC were mainly spouses of patients or volunteers recruited via Word-of-Mouth advertising.
Participants were excluded if they were incapable to provide written informed consent, had severe disturbances in regular heart rate (eg, atrial fibrillation), hemodynamic relevant extracranial stenosis on extra cranial color-coded duplex sonography (ECCS), or insufficient bone window for TCCS. Patients were also excluded if they showed any major abnormalities on MRI, such as brain infarcts, extensive leucoencephalopathy, intracerebral aneurysm, or arteriovenous malformation. National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke -Association Internationale pour la Recherche et lÉnseignement en Neurosciences (NINDS-AIREN) criteria were used to exclude vascular dementia. 56 Participants were not included in the study if they met diagnostic criteria for other neurological or psychiatric disorders, including Parkinson's disease, normal pressure hydrocephalus, progressive nuclear palsy, or major depression. Further exclusion criteria were other possible causes of cognitive impairment such as sedating psychotropic medication (eg, tricyclic antidepressants, low-potent antipsychotics), substance misuse, or major abnormalities in routine blood testing.
Doppler Ultrasound Assessment
Doppler examinations were performed using an ACUSON S2000 TM Ultrasound System (Siemens Medical Solutions USA Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA) with a 9L4 transducer for ECCS and a 4V1c transducer for TCCS. ECCS was used to rule out any extracranial stenosis. Systolic and diastolic velocity (V syst , V diast ) and mean flow velocity (MFV) were measured in cm/s at the left and right middle cerebral artery (MCA). The resistance index (RI = (V syst -V diast )/V syst ) 57 and the pulsatility index (PI = (V syst -V diast )/MFV) 58 from two consecutive measurements were calculated. The averaged values were used for all subsequent statistical analyses.
Arteriolar-Venular Ratio (AVR)
To assess the AVR as a marker of cerebrovascular disease, static retinal vessel analysis (SVA) was performed. Using a non-mydriatic retinal camera Topcon NW200 (Topcon, Japan), 30°color retinal photographs of each study participants were taken with the optic disc in the center. The photographs were processed and analyzed using Visuals and Vessel Map Software (IMEDOS Systems Ltd., Jena, Germany). The diameters of retinal arterioles and venules were measured as described previously 45 and reported with three main parameters. Central retinal arteriolar and venular equivalents (CRAE, CRVE) as estimates of diameters of central retinal artery and vein were calculated using the Parr-Hubbard formula. 46 The ratio of CRAE/CRVE named as the retinal AVR was calculated additionally. The values of CRAE and CRVE were expressed in measuring units (MU). In the Gullstrand`s normal eye model 1 MU equals 1 µm.
Statistical Analyses
In the initial analyses of HC and ADD group comparisons of all clinical variables were performed using Mann-Whitney U-test for continuous variables and Fisher's exact test for categorical variables. As data of this study were not normally distributed Mann-Whitney U-test as a non-parametric test was used to calculate differences of RI and PI between HC and ADD. In a second step the MCI groups stratified by the presence or absence of biomarkers for AD were added to the analyses. Group comparisons were calculated using Kruskal-Wallis test for continuous variables and linear-bylinear association for categorical variables. If the group comparison yielded a statistically significant result pairwise Mann-Whitney U-test or Fisher's exact test was calculated for that respective variable. Differences between HC and ADD regarding the AVR as a retinal marker for cerebrovascular damage were tested using Mann-Whitney U-test. Areas under the curves (AUC) were analyzed using receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and the best cut-off values (maximum value of Youden's J) for the left and right MCA between HC and ADD were calculated. In addition, the ability to discriminate HC, MCI, and ADD subjects by RI and PI measurements of the left and right MCA was assessed through ROC analysis for clustered data. 59 Spearman correlation analyses between the CDR SOB and the RIs and PIs in the whole patient group and in the AD spectrum group (HC, MCI-AD, ADD) were calculated. IBM SPSS statistics 22.0 software was used to calculate all analyses (IBM Corporation, Armonk, New York, United States). For all tested hypotheses the level of significance was set to <0.05.
We used G*power 60, 61 for minimal sample size calculations (α = 0.05; power = 0.8).
Results
Characteristics of Participants
Characteristics of participants are shown in Table 1 . 12 Patients with ADD and 14 HC were included in the study. The two groups did not statistically differ in age or sex.
ADD patients scored significantly worse on MMSE z-scores, CERAD-NAB global and CDR SOB scores. We also included 16 patients with MCI of which 8 were positive (MCI-AD) and 8 were negative (MCI-nonAD) for AD biomarkers. Characteristics of MCI cohorts are shown in Supplementary Table 1 . The following biomarkers were used to determine whether a subject was considered MCI-AD or MCI-nonAD: PiB-PET (n=10), FDG-PET (n=15), hippocampal atrophy (n=16), CSF-Aβ42 (n=6), CSF-Tau (n=6). There were no significant differences regarding age and sex between the individual groups. HC subjects scored significantly better than ADD patients on MMSE, CERAD-NAB battery and CDR scores (see Table 1 ). When looking at the extended sample both MCI groups scored significantly better than ADD and worse than HC (see Supplementary Table 1 ). 18 possible study participants did not have a sufficient bone window for TCCS. Two of them additionally had other causes for dementia. There were no significant hemodynamic findings in the ECCS or TCCS that necessitated any form of intervention or resulted in the exclusion from the study. For a diagram displaying the progress of participants please compare Supplementary  Figure 1 .
Differences of RI and PI Between HC and ADD
The RI of the left and right MCA, and the PI of the left MCA were significantly higher in patients with ADD compared to HC (p=0.027 RI right MCA, p=0.020 RI left MCA, p=0.034 PI left MCA, respectively, Table 1 , Figure 1 ). The differences in the right PI did not attain statistical significance. A univariate ANOVA using the respective RI and PI as the dependent variable and the diagnostic group as the independent variable, controlling for age, did not significantly alter the results.
Differences of RI and PI Between HC, MCI and ADD
While group comparisons did not attain statistical significance, RI and PI of the MCI-nonAD group tended towards the mean values measured in HC, whereas mean values of MCI-AD patients tended towards mean values of the ADD group ( Supplementary Figure 2 , Supplementary Table 1 ). A univariate ANOVA using the respective RI and PI as the p = 0.020 p = 0.027 p = 0.126 p = 0.034 A Resistance Index right middle cerebral artery B Resistance Index left middle cerebral artery C Pulsatility Index right middle cerebral artery D Pulsatility Index left middle cerebral artery dependent variable and the diagnostic group as the independent variable controlling for age did not significantly alter the results.
Arteriolar-Venular Ratio (AVR)
Comparing the AVRs of HC and ADD subjects we found no significant difference (p=0.308; see Supplementary Table 2 ).
ROC Curves
For differentiating HC from ADD AUCs of the RIs of the right and left MCA were 0.763 and 0.776, respectively. AUCs of the PIs of the right and left MCA were 0.673 and 0.718, respectively ( Table 2 ). Using the best cut-off values, the sensitivity ranged from 75.0% for the RI and PI of the right MCA to 100% for the RI of the left MCA, while the specificity ranged from 53.8% to 84.6%. Best cut-off values for the RI of the right and left MCA were 0.586 and 0.546, respectively. Best cut-off values for the PI of the right and left MCA were 0.788 and 0.769, respectively. The additional ROC analyses for clustered data showed an AUC of 0.723 (p=0.021) for the RI and an AUC of 0.684 (p=0.058) for the PI (Table 3) . ROC curves are shown in Figure 2 . ROC curves comparing the other groups are shown in Supplementary Figure 3 .
CDR SOB and PI/RIs
CDR SOB was significantly associated with the RI of the right MCA, the RI of the left MCA, and the PI of the left MCA throughout the whole sample (Table 4 ). When only including the AD continuum of HC, MCI-AD and ADD, excluding MCI-nonAD, CDR SOB was also significantly associated with the RI of the right MCA, the RI of the left MCA, and with the PI of the left MCA (Table 4 ).
Minimal Sample Size Calculation
Based on mean values and standard deviations, minimal sample sizes were calculated. When comparing HC with ADD, minimal sample sizes for each cohort ranged from n = 22 (RI left MCA) to n= 49 (PI left MCA). Results from all calculations are shown in Table 5 and Supplementary  Table 2 .
Discussion
Based on the amyloid clearance hypothesis, we investigated changes in PI and RI in Alzheimer's disease. Consistent with previous results and our hypothesis we found a significant difference of the left and right RI and of the left PI between HC and ADD. RI and PI of the MCI groups ranged between HC and ADD. Extending previous studies, we sub classified the MCI group depending on AD biomarkers. The RI and PI of MCI patients positive for AD biomarkers tended towards ADD patients, MCI patients negative for AD biomarkers tended towards HC. Moreover, RIs and PIs were significantly associated with disease severity as measured by CDR SOB. Group comparisons were rerun after exclusion of outliers without resulting in changes of the pattern of significant group differences. Our results strengthen the hypothesis that impaired pulsatility is associated with the development of AD. In addition, increased RI and PI could be a consequence of Aβ deposition in the vessel walls.
Our findings are in line with the results from studies by Roher et al, Stefani et al and Jin et al 28, 30, 31 who found an increased PI and RI in patients with possible and probable ADD as compared to HC. The PI of a cohort of 9 amnestic MCI patients was not significantly different as compared to HC and ADD. 28 Although methodically different, our findings are also in line with the results of a small pilot study by Claassen et al 29 who found a near-significantly reduced cerebral blood flow velocity when comparing probable AD patients with HC. In the Rotterdam study, lower cerebral blood flow velocity was associated not only with dementia, but also with cognitive decline and hippocampal atrophy. 33 While Stefani et al and Claasen et al reported results as a global value independent of body sides, 29, 30 Jin et al and Roher et al calculated values for individual blood vessels on both sides of the brain separately. 28, 31 Jin et al also obtained results about cardiac function from an echocardiography and investigated white matter changes with MRI. While they saw no differences between HC and AD patients regarding white matter changes and lacunae, the left ventricular ejection fraction (EF) was significantly lower in AD patients. Reduced EF and reduced MFV were independently associated with AD, indicating that heart function may play a role in AD. Jin et al did not give information about the contribution of disease severity in their AD cohort. In contrast to our study, Roher et al found a statistically significant increase of the PI not only of the left but also of the right MCA. Roher et al examined larger groups of HC and ADD subjects than we did. That the increase of the right MCA PI was not significant, while all other measures were, could be attributed to limited statistical power. Regarding the MCI cohort, group sizes are comparable, with 11 MCI subjects in the study by Roher et al and 16 subjects in our study. All MCI patients in our sample were either amnestic MCI or multi-domain amnestic MCI. As proposed by Albert et al, 50 we used biomarkers for amyloid pathology and biomarkers for neuronal injury to determine the likelihood of MCI being due to AD, thereby extending previous studies. [28] [29] [30] Although not statistically significant the PI and RI of MCI subjects with positive biomarkers for AD tended towards the test results of the ADD group while MCI without positive biomarkers tended towards HC. This result might be interpreted in a way that vascular pulsatility, like other neuropathological or clinical symp- toms of AD, increase with increasing disease duration and severity. This interpretation is strengthened by the results of the correlation analyses with disease severity. Using the CDR SOB as a measure of disease severity, significant associations were depicted with PI and RI. Whereas Roher et al 28 and Claasen et al 29 used the CDR as an instrument to define healthy controls or disease severity, no correlation between the CDR and PI or RI, respectively, are given or discussed by them. In a one year follow-up study by Lim et al 32 changes of the PI of the anterior cerebral arteries correlated with increased disease severity measured with the CDR SOB. While arterial pulsation has been thought to be the main driving force of perivascular clearance, other factors such as respiratory pulsation and (very) low-frequency vasomotor waves have recently been described. 25, 27, 62 To further our knowledge, if indeed impaired clearance of Aβ leads to ADD, studies including all known factors driving elimination would need to be conducted. Furthermore, vascular function might be affected by other factors, such as age-related vascular stiffness or reduced vessel wall pulsatility. 8 It is still open for debate whether vascular pathology promotes AD or vice versa. An aspect in favor of vascular pathology promoting AD pathology is that the presence of known cardiovascular risk factors, such as hypertension or smoking, in the middle years of life increases the risk for developing AD later in life. 63 Ruitenberg et al could also show that diminished blood flow velocity preceded cognitive decline and hippocampal atrophy in the populationbased Rotterdam study. 33 While the results of a neuropathologic study by Beach et al suggested an association between Circle of Willis atherosclerosis and AD, 64 Honig et al found no association between neuritic plaques and fibrillary tangles with small vessel disease but rather with large vessel disease. 65 As we found no difference in the AV ratio, a marker for structural microvascular damage, between HC and ADD, we concluded that in our sample differences in RI and PI could not be directly attributed to atherosclerosis, vascular narrowing or other possible structural alterations of microvessels.
One factor in explaining the hypothesis that AD facilitates small vessel disease might be decreased concentrations of acetylcholine (ACh) in AD. Neurovascular function depends on ACh 32 and its lack might cause impaired cerebral circulation and impaired perivascular clearance preceding Aβ deposition on PET scans or Aβ changes in CSF. Some authors found an improvement of neurovascular function in subjects taking Acetylcholine esterase inhibitors (AChEI). 66, 67 In our sample, 8 out of 12 subjects with ADD took AChEI, while none of the HC subjects did (p<0.001; Pearsons's χ2). Under the assumption that AChEI improve neurovascular function, one could hypothesize that the differences between HC and ADD in our study would be even more pronounced if ADD patients were not under treatment with an AChEI.
And finally, as a third alternative besides amyloid deposition causing vessel wall stiffening or vice versa, the clogging of perivascular spaces could facilitate both, the development of atherosclerosis and the accumulation of Aβ in the brain without a causative relation among each other.
Our study has some limitations, the biggest being the small sample size. As confirmed by minimal sample size calculations based on the results of this study, a larger sample would be necessary to confirm our findings and make the statistical analyses more robust. Furthermore, biomarkers for amyloid pathology were not available in all subjects. For healthy controls, we had to rely on the absence of cognitive symptoms assessed by neuropsychological tests including the CDR and self-observation of participants. Invasive and potentially harmful procedures, such as lumbar puncture or PET with radiation exposure, were not performed in HC but would have ruled out preclinical AD in this cohort. MCI subjects with CSF biomarkers needed to have amyloid pathology to be considered MCI due to AD. If only Tau was elevated subjects were considered MCI not due to AD. Participants in the MCI cohort without amyloid-PET or CSF needed to show either hippocampal atrophy on MRI or an AD typical hypometabolism on FDG-PET, making it likely that those participants had underlying AD. 54, 55 However, we would have preferred biomarkers for amyloid pathology in all participants. Another limitation is the method of TCCS. 30% of possible participants we screened failed to have a suitable bone window and could not be included in the study. Sonographers were not informed about the diagnosis of individual participants. Nevertheless, it can be assumed that based on the participants' behavior the technicians often guessed the cohort and blinding could not be maintained. It would have been impossible for technicians to differentiate between MCI-AD and MCI-non-AD, however. We chose to use the AVR to control for differences of arteriolosclerosis between groups. Retinal vessels, like the diencephalon, derive from the ectoderm and share anatomy and physiology with cerebral arterioles. 40, 68, 69 The AVR is considered a marker of cerebrovascular small vessel disease 41, 44, 70 and a decrease of the AVR is associated with a higher risk of stroke 43, 71 and progression of white matter lesions. 72 However, using a different marker for cerebrovascular disease might have yielded different results.
Another major limitation is that most knowledge about perivascular amyloid clearance has been gathered in animal studies and it has yet to be proven that all mechanisms observed mainly in rodents apply to humans.
Conclusion
Differences in RI and PI between HC and ADD might be indicators for a reduced propulsive force within perivascular clearance pathways, thereby decreasing clearance rates and facilitating Aβ deposition in the brain. However, research in lager cohorts as estimated in post-hoc sample size calculations is needed. A follow-up study to investigate associations between progression of cognitive symptoms and pulsatility would also be of great interest.
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